
When I submitted my article, its views were about 700, and I don't think that it could be possible to 
gain hundreds of views from Kleros Curate for half day between submitting my article and 
challenger's request. Unfortunately, I can't prove my initial views by screenshot. And I don't have 
detailed statistics of views on this website. But I can explain my position by simple logic. 

Firstly, I've already participated in Standard Impact campaign (my work was submitted under 
another name). And my article was published on Medium where it is possible to watch the sources 
of views. On the screenshot lower it is possible to see how many views I got from Kleros Curate for
several months, not for half day (!). I don't think the situation with the views within High Impact 
campaign differs so much. 

Secondly, I attach two screenshots – the last one was made after the first one when more than 8 
hours have passed. My article gained more views (from 746 to 769), but if Kleros Curate could give
it hundreds of views for half day I think I could gain rather more views for almost 9 hours. 



Finally, I have 1128 subscribers and 949 friends at the moment (my friends can be seen when you 
log into your account on VK). Summing up, 2077 people. 

It's not so strange that my article have gained about 700 views during two days before submitting it.
My views are not fake, and absolute majority of it is not from Kleros Curate. I think it's obvious.



I hope jurors will vote for a fair decision. My article should be accepted because it had about 700 
views at the moment of submitting and it meets the criterion regarding minimal 500 views. One 
criterion is enough to accept the content, as it is noticed in the Guidelines for Kleros Storytelling 
High Impact Submissions. 


